
9/27/6? 

Deer Dick and Zones, 

herewith two Thermofaxes showing a depoilit of the NBC ea sassination coverage 
for its:tic 11/22-24/87 at the Library of Congress in a  uly-about which there hes bees►  total 
silence. 

I em working in the Archives part of a day a week again. If I find a ything 
else on thi or on pictures, I'll let you both know. 

Now about filling me in? 

There seems to be no work going on there. lest two times I have been 
there, no one else was save those with me. Make that three times. I'll be there again 
next week if there is something I oen do for either of you. 

Beet reegrds, 



9/23/67 
Deer Dick end zones, 

Not knowing whether either or both of you would be out of teen I write you both, too late for the outgoing dell. 

' With further reference to arrests, I presume you know but cite anytelm, Jim Braden, 19E469; 24E1202; end Larry Ylorer, 19E476,517; 24E120E3. Checking• at the Archites discloses nothing on William Sharp other than what is in the exhibits of Which you know, 20E499, 245310. 

There are still pictures of two arAlsta that I am getting. One, as I recall, is of a tell men, the other or a man with glasses. I'll let you know when I get them. Should be about a week. 

Have you seen or do you have all of the William Alen pictpres? I am getting some clandestine copies of some of them. At leest, I've been promised copies. 	let you know. 

Sincerely, 



9/22/87 
Dear Dick, 

I've discovered the location of a dupe of whet is supposed to be all the NBC stuff. I do not know if it is accessible or if so, under what conditions. I am inquiring end will let you know. My purpose inxwriting is to let You know because you have given no indication of having access to any NBC stuff. 
Also, I am expecting to get pictures showing the finding of pieces of the skull and of two arrests, one of a tall men and the other of a man in glasses. This is the brief phoned description. 

I eta having pictures taken from the position of the slipping men on the fire escape to show his line of vision, in case they turn out to have value. 

I would like to have a print of the new Loveledy picture, in the checked shirt because I hope to be leaving on e;  trip soon, with Oswald in haw '"rleans. 

I'm forgetting something but I do not know what. 
est, 


